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Abstract—Container-based service orchestration is getting famous increasingly because of its ability to be deployed quickly and it is cheaper as well as more reliable when compared to virtual machines. Leveraging the container characteristic, deployment of 5G modules as a group of containers on different nodes is an excellent solution to construct a 5G system. In a 5G system, network slicing plays a vital role to isolate the on-demand services and the SDN based overlay network consisting of containers provides the platform which manages to slice the network using intent-based networking. As the number of containers in a deployment increases on hosts across the overlay network with the passage of time in the 5G network, therefore it is necessary to manage them with the tool in a straight way with high-level abstraction. In this paper, we present the deployment of an overlay network which consists of Kubernetes nodes and Open vSwitch. In this paper, we also present the intent-based slicing system using Software Defined Network controller and an Intent-Based Networking (IBN) Manager among the containers across the Kubernetes pods in an overlay network.

Index Terms—Containers, Kubernetes, Software-Defined Network, slicing, intent-based networking, overlay networking

I. INTRODUCTION

Fifth-generation (5G) networks are the driving force behind the growth and enhancement of IoT applications and its evolution is increasing day by day due to its high utility in IoT applications [1]. A report of International Data Corporation (IDC) mentions that around $1.2 billion will be spent on activity management solutions which will be solely derived by global 5G services and it will cover 70% of global market companies [1]. Owing to the need for implementing new business models in future IoT and cater to the demanding requirements of a new application, the latest performance standards are yet to be met. These standards include new criteria such as ultra-reliable, trustworthy, massive connectivity, wireless communication’s coverage, security, drastic low latency, throughput for multiple types and a massive number of IoT devices [2]. To fulfill all these needs, new connectivity interfaces are required. For upcoming IoT applications, the required connectivity demands can be fulfilled by Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and 5G technologies.

It is very important and favorable to design the latest 5G systems that are more scalable, flexible and elastic, exploiting advanced virtualization techniques and development in Network function virtualization (NFV) in order to cope with the boost and development in cloud computing and their support of virtualized services. NFV has got an upper hand in future 5G architecture development as it provides an immense number of leads for network flexibility, scalability, and elasticity. Owing to these advantages NFV has apparently become a prime element in the development of future 5G systems. Federated networked cloud provides fragmented physical infrastructures that have been used by researchers in both industry and academia to develop new architectures that are able to operate an end to end platform of a virtual network and also capable of elasticity composition [3]. The carrier cloud is expected to play a vital part in the design of 5G wireless networks. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) techniques seem like one of the prime initiators for this visual perception of carrier cloud. SDN has introduced a considerable amount of flexibility and programmability into network programming and hence it has greatly impacted the field of computer networks [4]. Intent Framework provided by SDN controller allows programmers to propose high-level policies without the consideration of any low-level device details.

In virtualization, trend containerization is the new initiative [2], [5], [6]. A container contains all the required elements that are mandatory to run the procedure with system tools and runnable libraries, which implies that it provides a namespace cell and comprehensive filesystem. Moreover, a container is eminently portable as it has no external dependencies. To get rid of naming and version conflict issues, the container’s namespace is separated from other containers. Such as, two web servers can run in two containers on a bare-metal machine without introducing conflicts of port 8080 or 8181. These highly useful features of portability and independence make the testing and maintenance of containerized application very easy and simple which remove the complexities from the entire cycle of the application.

For the management of containers in a cluster, Google has released an open-source project named Kubernetes. It is based on over 10 years of running container clusters internally. The purpose of Kubernetes is to deploy, manage and make a schedule of containers to clusters of machines. Basically, Kubernetes is designed to provide all the primal elements for microservice architectures and to have these the network support is mandatory since almost
all the functions of applications such as Discovery, communication, and synchronization are performed through the network. Therefore, for any Kubernetes cluster, network setup is one of the most significant and prime factors.

As the technology is boosting exponentially so the total number of connected devices in 2020 will be expected to reach around 25 billion as recently stated in a survey of Gartner [7]. Due to the rapid increase in associated data streams and objects, problems like data confidentiality and network performance have become significantly prominent which also has put a lot of pressure on the network and edge layer. In addition to this, managing an IT infrastructure that contains numerous running machines each having multiple containers, is itself a tedious task. Keeping this in view, automated devices are getting into fashion rapidly and becoming popular day by day.

In this complicated situation, this paper proposes a system using a Kubernetes cluster to deal with the connectivity problem and slicing in a dispersed containers-based scheme. Specifically, the Kubernetes cluster implements a system in three different machines. Open vSwitch (OVS) is used as one of the mediator plugins to provide connectivity in Kubernetes’ cluster components. SDN controller communicates with Open vSwitch (OVS) through OpenFlow protocol and provides an ideal platform to control slicing among containers across the overlay network using intent-based networking. Keeping in view the importance of slicing in a 5G network, we implemented the system with the SDN controller and IBN Manager to control the slicing using intent-based networking.

The proposed system consists of a web application i.e. IBN Manager to provide a graphical user interface for slicing management by providing intent, SDN controller to control the Open vSwitch (OVS) by modifying flow table according to the provided intent and Kubernetes cluster.

The remaining paper is composed as follows. Section II explains the related work. The proposed system is presented in section III. Experimental results and conclusion, as well as future work, are discussed in Sections IV and V respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past few years, many experimental and methodical works have been proposed dealing with service composition in Cloud computing. In [8] researchers proposed a technique for managing the entire lifespan of an application for automatically providing the Cloud business applications. Cloud management tools are employed in this technique which allows them to regulate and maintain the necessary software components disposal and their related dependencies. Specifically, a Linked Unified Service Description Language (LUSD) is proposed which describes different services that are analogous to user’s needs and demands. Designing of an edge Cloud network requires consideration of several tasks in steps. The foremost step is to decide where the facilities should be installed among the feasible slots followed by the assignment of sets of access points. In parallel, it should be capable to satisfy the service-level agreements and to support the management of VM, moreover, it should take into account the information about partial user mobility. In [9] a link-path formulation supported by heuristics to estimate and calculate the answers in a rational amount of time is discussed which specifically mentions the advantages of mobility management for both users and VMs. In [10] a Cloud4IoT platform is proposed which provides self-regulating deployment, management and non-static configuration of IoT support software elements and comprehensive data applications that are employed for analyzing and processing the data. It allows new sensor objects’ plug-and-play integration and provides dynamic workload scalability.

Container technology can provide ease in the distribution and deployment of applications and services. Moreover, container technology is very easy and fast to package [11]-[13]. Because of these factors, it has gained tremendous popularity.

Primarily containers are processes but to provide namespace isolation they use mechanisms as chroot [14]. Containers are notably portable due to the interdependence of container-based applications. This makes them able to distribute and deploy easily [2]. Moreover, containers are much lightweight as that of VMs and their initialization process is way faster than VMs [15, 16]. Containers can be operated by the Linux and Windows operating systems as per need or desire. Containers can be exploited both within a VM or on bare metal. There are many container management systems [5], [6] but Docker [2] is the most famous and noted one among all.

Mostly the containerized applications comprise of several containers. Such as in Hadoop [17], reduces and mapper is a separate container. Nowadays advance web services are consisting of multiple small services e.g. database, restful APIs, load balancer and webs server are deployed with multiple containers for each layer on multi-host machine cluster. Containers-based cluster orchestration software Mesos [18] or Kubernetes [5] provides controlled deployment in this situation. Scaling, upgrading or replacement of container is safe in this architecture because the replacement of defected containers is very quick on the same host or another host machine. Network performance has a globally impact on the performance of an application in case of working with a single application container [19]-[22].

A container networking solution must be able to tackle the plausible four cases that happen to own the possibility that if the containers run on a physical machine or VM hosts. Today most of the containers use overlay networks frequently in order to have maximum portability. There are numerous available possible ways at the software end...
which provide overlay networking like Weave [23] and Calico [24]. These solutions use software bridges to connect the virtual interface of containers with the network interface card of a host machine and provide communication medium between them. The router also executes the right tunneling (encapsulation and de-encapsulation) for the movement of the traffic between the overlay fabric and the tangible network. To connect with software routers on added hosts, standard networking protocols like BGP are exploited at the routers’ end. Containers always remain in the state of doubt related to further container’s location because they terminate the IP packet through this overlay.

Deployment management of microservices for Edge computing is proposed in [25] which also considers geographical constraints. It assumes that a shared service is possessed many microservices and users can make a selection of the definitive regions in which these services will be deployed using geolocation deployment constraints. It also includes the instruction for the deployment of each node involving Fog computing.

Considering the management of networking services, a protocol for management control is proposed in [26]. It supplies a way for managing the joint network of cloud by providing a solution to transport application programming interface. Subsequently, it allows communication of divergent control planes in order to provide restoration and provisioning of end-to-end quality of service services. In [27] authors specifically discussed the upcoming 5G network applications in the future. In this paper, the authors discussed the Mobile Network Operator which is constructed over a common physical network by virtualizing backhaul tenant using SDN/NFV orchestrator tool. Different infrastructure providers own divergent technologies such as packet-based technology or optical technology etc. that form the basis of a physical aggregation network over which backhaul tenants are built.

In [28] authors proposed the latest method for the management of energy-familiar services using energy-familiar resource management framework for scattered Cloud setup. In this research, authors have mainly focused on proposing a system’s architecture in the context of managing IT resources and networks. To drill and examine the communication problems which are associated with SO deployment in IoT systems, a compound methodology is presented in [29] and [30]. It basically models and simulates IoT systems with regard to network simulator and multi-agent systems.

The goal of authors in the research work [31] is the development of a platform in order to aid the non-static resource-provisioning that rest on Kubernetes. The detailed monitoring system, provisioning of resources vigorously and the restraint loop are major features of this developed platform.

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed paper presents a unique system for service orchestration in containers. This system is unique due to providing on-demand service in the Kubernetes cluster using intent-based slicing in the SDN overlay network.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the complete architecture of our system and discusses each module in detail. The uniqueness of our system is given in the last paragraph of “Related Work”. We have designed the proposed system with the context of Software Defined Network which consists of three major parts and each representing an SDN layer as shown in Fig. 1. IBN Manager represents the management layer, Open Networking Operating System (ONOS) represents the controller layer and Kubernetes nodes represent the data layer.

![System Architecture](image)

Fig. 1. System architecture.
Our objectives in this section are to provide the details for creating SDN based Kubernetes cluster in which pods should be routable across the nodes as well as all containers inside the pods should communicate with others and provide slicing mechanism among the containers using Intent-Based Networking (IBN).

The Intent-Based Networking (IBN) Manager is developed as a Java-based web application for the end-user for defining their policy. Fig. 2 shows the IBN Manager consisting of a back-end and a front-end module.

According to our research, a graphical user interface (GUI) is mandatory for the end-user to define their policies. The GUI’s main purpose is to reduce human error while providing a friendly environment for defining network policies.

Fig. 2. Frontend and backend module representation of IBN manager.

The Front-end module is shown in Fig. 3 provides an interface where the user can create the intent. It gives a detailed view of each intent and a list of all installed intents. The Front-end module can query the information from a database and then submit a creation request to the back-end module of IBN Manager.

One of the features of the IBN Manager is the creation of Point to Point (P2P) intents, which gives an interactive way to define a detailed policy between two switches and the rest of the work is done by the backend module. By using P2P intents with ONOS, we can achieve slicing. In order to realize this, specific information need to be configured for each intent that is created as shown in Fig. 3. P2P Intents use the source MAC Address of the pod for which a specific VLAN ID needs to be assigned for slicing, it also requires the Identification of the switch (this can be obtained from the ONOS controller list of devices) as well as the Ingress and Egress ports. The most important field that is used for denoting a specific slice is the VLAN ID.

The Backend module shown in Fig. 4 contains a request handler that is responsible for communication between the front-end, the database, and the ONOS. It also contains a policy-making module that takes input from the front-end and maps all values to the variables in order to make a proper policy that is intent-based. The Backend also contains a CLASS to the JSON module for converting objects (created with the policy-making module) to JSON format in order to achieve Restful communication with ONOS.

ONOS controller at the control layer communicates with both IBN Manager via the northbound API and with the Kubernetes cluster via southbound API. The intent manager module of the ONOS controller receives the request from IBN Manager in the form of JSON and converts it into the low-level command after compiling it which is executable on switches. Then posts the intent (in the form of JSON) installer module of ONOS core for installation. After the successful installation, our intent installer communicates with the flow rule manager module to keep a record of the created intent for the relevant Kubernetes node.

IV. EXPERIMENT SET-UP AND RESULTS

In this section, we present complete detail involved in the construction of an overlay network for the Kubernetes cluster and in the configuration of the ONOS controller. We have deployed IBN Manager in windows desktop machine and ONOS controller deployed in a virtual machine running in the same windows host which is configured with host machine using bridge networking adapter of Virtual Box. All three Kubernetes nodes are deployed in three physical machines with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS operating system.

Let’s take an example of a Kubernetes node 1 with the help of Fig. 1 to explain all configurations required to create a setup in one hypervisor because this configuration is enough to understand the configuration of the rest two Kubernetes nodes. At first, we installed Kubernetes in the Ubuntu machine and created two pods with two different IP addresses. After creating two pods, we created an OVS bridge and then configured the SDN controller IP in order to provide connectivity between OVS and the controller. Every switch device contains a unique Identification and it appears in ONOS controller in the list of devices when it is connected to the ONOS controller. Untill now OVS can
communicate with the SDN controller but the pods are running alone. To establish communication between pods and OVS, we need to create two pairs of virtual Ethernet interfaces veth1, veth2, veth2, veth4 and the links between them as shown in the first two lines of Fig. 5. Virtual interfaces are the only solution to create a connection between Linux and OVS bridges. In Fig. 5, third and fourth lines are used to assign veth1 and veth2 interfaces to OVS and sixth and seventh lines are assigned veth3 and veth4 to Kubernetes pods. The last two groups of command rename the virtual interface, assign an IP to the virtual interface and default gateway. At this point, we have successfully completed this setup in one machine with two pods of Kubernetes, connected to OVS which is further connected to the SDN controller. By replicating the procedure of the first machine on the other two machines, the basic experimental setup is completed which is monitored by the ONOS controller. VxLAN tunnel is used to support multi-host overlay networking between Kubernetes pods across the nodes in this experiment. Virtual LAN (VLAN) instances or VxLAN (encapsulated L2) can be used to achieve slicing at layer 2. In the meantime, VLANs have viewable limitations of scalability and service location stickiness in the growing cloud environment, VxLAN solves all of these problems by introducing the larger tag space as compared to VLAN (VLAN: $2^{12} = 4096$, VxLAN: $2^{24} = 16777216$).

### Table I. Tabular Representation of Network Topology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch</th>
<th>Port 1</th>
<th>Port 2</th>
<th>Port 3</th>
<th>Port 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Pod 1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Pod 2</td>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Pod 1</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Pod 2</td>
<td>S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Pod 1</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Pod 2</td>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. OpenFlow Table Entry of OvS vSwitch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>VLAN_ID</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>PUSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Until now, the whole system has been deployed successfully as mentioned in Section III and all the three layers including Management, Control and Data Layer has been started communication with each other successfully. For the testing of slicing scenario in the deployed system, we utilized the Kubernetes cluster as follows:

- We have deployed a video server in the container of pod1 and web browsing server in the container of pod2 of K-Node3.
- Firewall software is deployed in containers of both pods of K-Node2.
- Clients for video server is deployed in the container of pod1 and web browser server is deployed in the container of pod2 of K-Node1.

VxLAN tunnels in each Kubernetes node isolate the traffic of each node to separate the traffic of each pod, a VLAN_ID is needed to attach with each port of OVS. As explained earlier in Section III, network administrators can configure each port of OVS using IBN Manager’s GUI by providing their intents. The testing procedure for creating slicing and traffic flow is precisely explained below. Prior to start testing, an overlay network should be created first. The network administrator can use IBN Manager to install their intents in Open vSwitch (OVS). IBN Manager provides multiple functionalities for intent management and Fig. 3 shows the image of intent creation page in which network administrators can provide their intents by filling all fields.

Fig. 5. Configuration detail between pods and OVS on Host 1.

Bridge "br0"
Controller "tcp:192.168.148.80:6653"
  is_connected: true
  Port "tunnel_1"
  Interface "tunnel_1"
  type: vxlann
  options: (key="flow", remote_ip="10.245.2.3")
  Port "br0"
  Interface "br0"
  type: internal
  Port "tunnel_2"
  Interface "tunnel_2"
  type: vxlann
  options: (key="flow", remote_ip="10.245.2.4")

Fig. 6. Snapshot of ovs-vsctl show command’s result from Host1.
in the perspective of creating slicing between containers and submit it to IBN Manager.

Intents are created using IBN Manager with specific directives on all Open vSwitch for pushing and popping the VLAN ID of the network that serves the slice of the connection, as shown in Table II.

Before sending the intent to ONOS, backend module of IBN Manager receives the submitted intent from frontend and after compiling it into the intent policy as shown in Fig. 7, then transforms it to JSON object which is a contractual object, transferred between management application and the intent framework of the ONOS controller. Rectangular boxes in Fig. 7 shows the variables that hold the intent information while making intent policy in the backend module. Now ONOS receives the intent request from IBM Manager and installs those rules in the flow table of targeted Open vSwitch located in the Kubernetes node using southbound as explained in the previous section. Fig. 8 shows that we have achieved two slices in the overlay network after installing the flow rule patterns presented in Table II for all of the Open vSwitch.

![Fig. 7. IBN Manager's code for making intent policy from input intent](image)

![Fig. 8. Complete end to end slicing for service orchestration](image)

We have executed two tests to verify the two created slices. We added the valid IP address in a successful test case and we also added the wrong IP address in failure test for each slice in firewall software. For a successful test, K-Node2 authenticated the request of both clients of K-Node1 and received data from servers of K-Node3 successfully. In Failure test, K-Node2 blocked the request of both clients of K-Node1.

![Fig. 9. Result of iPerf test for each slice](image)

Fig. 9 shows the result of the iPerf test which is executed on both clients of K-Node1 to provide the evidence of traffic isolation in each slice. The result shows that the slice did not disturb the performance of another slice.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented different aspects for the management of Kubernetes cluster by introducing an SDN controller. In this study, we presented the creation of an overlay network of Kubernetes cluster using Open vSwitch and management of traffic flow by creating slicing among the containers, deployed on different separate hypervisors using the SDN controller and IBN Manager. Experimental results have shown that the proposed system has successfully achieved two slices using an intent-based networking approach, one slicing created for video streaming and second slicing created for web browsing.

Open Virtual Networking (OVN) is emerged as the best solution to manage the Kubernetes cluster in the mode of overlay network which is configured using Open vSwitch (OVS). OVN monitored all Kubernetes nodes centrally by using the northbound and southbound databases. OVN northbound database is effectively like a public API, where Kubernetes defines its network configurations. OVN southbound database is used for the internal state of OVN and it contains more detailed information that how a network should behave which is intended to be consumed by the hypervisor. OVN creates the logical switches and ports among the containers running on different hosts in an overlay-network and produces less overhead due to native OVS support for L2/L3 overlays.
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